THERE’S A BETTER WAY TO RENT EQUIPMENT.

Get instant access to utilization insights, one-on-one customer service and rapid-response maintenance with EquipmentShare Rent.
Switch to a tech-empowered, efficient rental experience with EquipmentShare Rent.

Renting with EquipmentShare is reliable, transparent and built with the contractor in mind. Every machine available from EquipmentShare Rent is powered by Track, smart jobsite technology that makes renting efficient from start to finish. Track offers complete visibility into your team’s rental utilization to reduce overspending and underutilization.

We know EquipmentShare Rent is different than traditional equipment rental because we’re contractors too, and your problems are our problems. Our fleet features new equipment held to low emission and ANSI safety standards to keep your team running safely.

There’s a better way to rent. It starts with Track technology.

Call 888-80-RENTS to reserve your rental today.
A BETTER WAY TO RENT.

Renting with EquipmentShare is unlike the traditional rental experience.

Track helps you get more utilization from EquipmentShare rentals than traditional rentals. Installed on every rental machine, Track smart jobsite technology gives you access to unprecedented insights about your rentals. View utilization rates, invoices and real-time equipment GPS location the moment your reservation begins.

Track enables our Service team to prevent breakdowns and maximize uptime. New, well-maintained machines ensure safer jobsites. Our rental fleet is 6 times newer than average, and our machines stay out of the shop and on the job. If your machines do need maintenance, the EquipmentShare Service team will get your machine back to work with minimal downtime.

Reliable, personal service makes it easy to get the equipment you need, when and where you need it. Your Rent account manager is your single point of contact for every rental. Even if your project takes you across the country, your account manager is just a phone call away.
GET MORE WORK DONE WITH SMART RENTALS

EQUIPMENTSHARE TRACK COMES STANDARD ON EVERY RENTAL.

Track makes renting transparent from start to finish. Track makes our rental experience unlike any other. Every Rent customer receives Track account access as soon as their rental is reserved. View the machine’s location in real time from your Track dashboard. Get updates from the delivery driver so you know exactly when and where your rentals are dropped off.

Once your rental is on the jobsite, Track empowers your team to monitor and document the actionable data you need to best understand how your fleet and jobsite are functioning.

Budget better with easy off-renting. Returns couldn’t be easier. Just hit the Off-Rent button in Track, and we’ll get your machine picked up—you don’t even need to make a call to your account rep. The instant Off-Rent function means you don’t pay for rentals you’re no longer using, plus, you’ll get a clear picture of cost and real rental utilization.

Access Track on-the-go from mobile devices with the Link app.

Learn more about Track smart jobsite technology at equipmentshare.com/track.
Gain visibility across your mixed fleet.

Gain valuable insight and knowledge around utilization—no matter the OEM—with Track smart jobsite technology.

Get reports on each asset’s complete history, including run time, mileage, fuel use, location and maintenance records. Track’s rental utilization reports help you save on fuel costs and maintenance, while real-time usage reports show you how each asset is performing. With data at your fingertips, you’ll make informed business decisions, cut idling time in half and provide your team with actionable insights.

Learn more about customized reports at equipmentshare.com/track.

Create custom reports built around the details your team needs to run an efficient fleet:

- GPS location
- Engine health
- DEF levels and Regen state
- Fuel level and usage
- Engine temperature
- Geofence exits
- Run time and idle time, down to the minute
RENT YOUR PREFERRED OEM IN PEAK CONDITION.

EquipmentShare’s fleet is 6 times newer than the average rental fleet. That means fewer breakdowns, higher productivity and more projects finished on schedule.

Never choose between new machines and a better rental experience again. Rent the OEM you know and trust from our fleet of industry-leading brands. Track is OEM-agnostic and serves your team with valuable utilization insight no matter what you rent.

EquipmentShare uses our own smart jobsite technology to keep our fleet in top condition. With help from Track’s preventative maintenance and inspection alerts, our service team prevents breakdowns, machine failure and downed equipment.

“The equipment they offer is practically brand new, if not brand new. The services we receive from the staff are second to none and we truly feel as if we are their only client. Our account manager is quick to answer and delivers on what he promises.”

RUSTY EDMISTON
VANGUARD BUILDERS, INC. - TULSA, OK
“THE FACT THAT YOU GUYS WERE ABLE TO RESPOND TO US CALLING IN THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT TO GET US A GENERATOR ON LOCATION WITHIN 30 MINUTES IS BY FAR THE FASTEST AND BEST SERVICE I HAVE SEEN IN MY 10 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE.”

PAUL TANIOUS
CALTEX ENERGY GROUP, LLC - MIDLAND, TX
SAFE AND SECURE RENTALS HELP YOU GET MORE DONE.

Get more work done with new, safer equipment. New equipment means lower emissions, fewer breakdowns and less downtime. Our Service team makes sure our new fleet stays in premium condition with predictive maintenance made possible by Track. Push alerts and notifications from Track inform our maintenance technicians when our machines are coming up on inspections, oil changes, tire replacement and more to prevent your rental from ever failing on the job.

Secure your machines with Sentry Keypad
Ditch the universal key and the unexpected damages that come with it. Instead, lock down machines with Sentry Keypad. Each authorized user gets their own unique access code to operate a machine. Easily control access, track who’s used which piece of equipment, eliminate the risk of theft and ultimately prevent damages from other contractors.

How We Keep Rentals Running Safe:

+ Driver scorecards rate drivers’ habits
+ Alerts for aggressive driving behavior
+ Geofences with entry and exit alerts
+ Sentry Keypad locks out theft and unauthorized operators

Learn how you can secure equipment and jobsites with Sentry Keypad at equipmentshare.com/track.
INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY WITH EQUIPMENTSHARE RENT.

EquipmentShare Rent gives you full visibility into your rental utilization. Renting is simple and fast with your personal account manager—your single point of contact for all things Rent.

Never question your rental asset’s reliability, performance or delivery time again. Now, see all of this information in a few clicks from your Track dashboard.

Every rental asset comes standard with Track, giving your team instant access to utilization rates, engine health, fuel status and more. Maximize your rental utilization and your ROI with Track smart jobsite technology—no matter which OEM you rent.

Find a yard near you to get started. Go to equipmentshare.com/rent or call 1-888-80-RENTS.
EQUIP YOUR MACHINES WITH TRACK FOR COMPLETE FLEET VISIBILITY.

Maximize performance and utilization on your own assets. Equip your own fleet with the power of Track. Head to equipmentshare.com/track or ask your account rep about Track today.

EXPERIENCE THE POWER OF TRACK

- E-LOGS
- REMOTE INSPECTION
- ANALYTICS
- DOWNTIME PREVENTION
- IFTA REPORTING
- JOBSITE USAGE
- JOBSITE USAGE

Get more out of your fleet. See how at equipmentshare.com/track.